
About the company

After 20 years of domestic and international experience in the sector, as an international independent inspection and 
fumigation company, it aims to achieve the goals and objectives of becoming a global player, with every company it works 
with, ensuring customer satisfaction at the highest level in line with the development strategy it follows by adopting the 
principles of reliability, effectiveness, impartiality, independence and confidentiality. It was established to start its work with 
the understanding of quality service. As an international independent inspection company, Ziytech Gözetim Ltd. has ISO 
9001:2015 Quality Management System. Şti is also a member of GAFTA (The Grain and Feed Trade Association) and FOSFA 
(Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats Associations).

Our company has started its activities in various fields such as grains, oil/oilseeds, fertilizer types, iron, steel, scrap, mines, 
minerals, chemicals and fumigation with its technical staff such as Agricultural, Food, Chemistry and Metallurgical Engineers 
employed according to various fields of expertise.

Quote from the text:

"Being able to instantly access and record the most important parameters for wheat is a great innovation. 
We chose Grainsense to get fast and on-site results in this regard. As a result, we saved time and pricing..."

• How did they discover the Grainsense device?

I got information from ABP Engineers and then we demoed it.

• Why was this device needed?

I needed it to get quick and on-site results.

• What benefits has the Grainsense device brought to our company?
This year, we made decisions about purchasing and storing 
Durum Wheat with the help of the results I received from the 
GrainSense device.

• How has it helped business development?

Time savings and pricing

• How has GrainSense improved its daily activities?

I had the opportunity to buy from the field.

• How has it facilitated business decisions?

I had the opportunity to purchase from the field. I was able to price 
the wheat at the beginning and direct the course.

• What can you tell about our device in one sentence?

Being able to instantly access and record the most important 
parameters for wheat is a great innovation.
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